
Three months later, 

 Chiron was finally recovered completely and regained his athletic build when he decided to go 

into the military against Enan’s wishes.  

 Cutting Chiron’s hair short in preparation of his interview, Enan grumbled with frustration as 

their father silently prepared Chiron’s traveling bag. “You know, you don’t have to do this.” 

Enan pressed, looking over the haircut he gave Chiron. “Enan, I waited this long and things 

haven’t gotten any better by me reading and writing. I can do this, you’ll see.”  

 Chiron answered, before pressing for another interview question as Enan groomed him.   

“We’ve been practicing interview questions for days, so either you’re ready or not. You’re just 

lucky you grew so much in one growth spurt. You’re still a bit small for a soldier though, that’s 

not in your favor. Dad won’t tell you to stay home, and you won't listen to me. Are you sure you 

won’t reconsider this?” Enan finished, looking over his handiwork with admiration. It was the 

first time he’d seen Chiron’s hair cut so short.   

“No, I can’t. Anyways, I better go if I don’t want to be late. I love you both.” Chiron answered, 

grabbing his bag and embracing both Enan and their father before setting off 

 

Arriving in Iridis two days later and early in the morning, Chiron found the recruiting quarters 

right away, signed in and waited patiently. Sitting in an empty hall with only a bench near the door 

for two hours, Chiron sighed in exhaustion. Finally, the door opened, and Chiron was called in.  

 

Entering the room, he immediately saw three soldiers—two burly men sat at desk and a woman 

standing next to them—the woman was smaller in build and only a little shorter, but the men 

looked huge, so huge the desk seemed like a toy. According to Enan, they were all high-ranking 

soldiers, specifically the female soldier who was known for her suspicious nature, making her a 

natural at interrogations. Enan assured him that despite this event being an ‘interview’, it was very 

much a voluntary interrogation he was undergoing.   

Hearing the door close behind him, Chiron looked back and saw his escort silently guarding the 

doorway. Despite the reality of being cornered in a room with no escape and a person trained to 

kill, guarding his only exit, Chiron maintained the facade of calm. Enan told him that the room he 

would be interrogated in was a test of mental resilience and the ability to focus in uncomfortable 

situations.  



“Just keep your focus on the soldier, and try not to break a stoic appearance. The ranking soldier—

the woman is pretty good looking, so keeping your eyes on her shouldn’t be a problem.” 

Directed to step up to the middle of the room, the woman approached and circled Chiron, 

inspecting him with her eyes, slowly taking in every detail.  

He looks suspiciously young. 

Stopping when she stood in front of Chiron, she was certainly suspicious of him, but remained 

silent on what she was thinking. The other two behind her could be heard furiously scribbling, and 

it was confusing considering nothing had been said other than her order for him to step forward.  

“How old are you, boy?” 

The soldier narrowed her eyes at Chiron and waited for his answer. Maintaining his breathing at 

its steady pace. As calmly as he could, and with a straight face, Chiron lied. “I'm fifteen years old.”  

Chiron knew that thirteen was too young to join but, he had heard from others who’d managed to 

pass themselves off as the right age and join early, that as long as a Knight-Mage was not present 

and the candidate looked the part, the military didn’t bother checking, especially considering the 

current situations in Nismyth. She looked him over once more before continuing her questioning. 

Chiron was relieved that his recent growth spurt put him at just over six feet tall,made his claimed 

age, somewhat, believable. 

“What of your eyesight boy? Your hearing?” 

“My eyesight and hearing have no flaws.” Chiron answered, hoping the interrogation was finished 

but knowing it wouldn't be that easy. Enan told him that they sometimes grilled candidates for 

several hours, especially if they were small as he was. 

“Can you fight boy?” 

“Yes. I am well versed and practiced in both hand-to-hand combat and with a sword.” Chiron 

answered, keeping his eyes on the interrogator but when she asked another question he seemed to 

snap out of a day dream, his attention was waning, probably due to the stress. The other two just 

continued to scribble in silence. 

“Who taught you your combat skills, boy?” 

“My brother Enan. He serves Nismyth as a soldier. He taught me the sword and weaponless combat 

from the skills he'd learned in training and combat situations with the military.” Chiron answered. 

“Have you had any previous diseases or illnesses?” The soldier asked, immediately shattering the 

hope Chiron had that she wouldn't ask that specific question. 



“Yes, I contracted the disease in Aritehn, however my health has been recently evaluated by a 

doctor and I have a written statement of full recovery and good health.” Chiron answered, pulling 

the statement out once the soldier held out her hand. 

The mention of his village’s name in the statement sent the soldier silent for a few moments and 

after reading what Chiron handed her, asked, “Why do you want to serve in military, boy?” 

“I want to be able to protect my loved ones and my village.” Chiron answered. 

“Is that right? Can you read and write?” She asked, bemused by Chiron's obviously generic 

statement coupled with the parchment that stated what he said in more complicated terms than 

most could understand, given the high illiteracy rate of Aritehn. Looking back at the two writing 

at the table for a moment, she raised an eyebrow when Chiron didn’t immediately answer. 

“Yes. I can read well enough to understand edicts sent from the capital and I can write a bit as 

well.” Chiron answered, intentionally undercutting his abilities. 

After several minutes of silence, she cleared her throat and spoke.  

“If you can read and write this well, then go become a Doctor or a Scholar and put your education 

to use. We have no place for someone as small as you... especially if your health poses concern. 

You're free to go.”  

Gesturing for the guard to escort Chiron out of the room, she walked back to the table and spoke 

in hushed tones with the two that had been writing. 

Sighing heavily and shaking his head at the decision, Chiron left the military quarters frustrated 

that his travel had been a waste. He felt insulted. He could tell that as soon as he entered, the 

recruiter knew he was from a village, and yet taunted him by suggesting he go to school instead. 

Something he’d never be able to afford on the meager wages he made reading for his village. 

Walking to a nearby inn, Chiron paid for a room and meal for the night. Glaring at the table he 

was seated at, Chiron dwelt on all the things that the recruiter said were keeping him from joining. 

Things he couldn’t control. After his meal, Chiron retired to his room and went to bed in 

frustration. 

  



     Chapter Three 

Sponsored 

 

Just over a week after his denial and return from Iridis, Chiron lay resting in his loft, recovering 

from work that day and the recruiter’s words circling his mind again. 

The thought of being told he should be a doctor or scholar by someone who was neither, angered 

him. 

Much of Chiron’s time since returning from his interview was taken up with attending to the 

communication needs of the village. Chiron had to relay public announcements that arrived from 

cities and towns, and Iridis. He also dealt with numerous personal and commercial 

correspondences between individual villagers, it did have the benefit of earning Chiron a little 

money, especially when dealing with the more private messages, so he couldn’t complain too 

much.   

Chiron sorely wished that Aritehn could afford an educator but knew that after paying the doctors 

to help treat the disease, and purchase new seed because the last crop had been neglected, they 

couldn’t. They’d never been able to afford a teacher before, but Chiron’s mother acted as the next 

best thing, now it would be impossible. With little crop and more people in the village made frail 

and unable to work by the disease, Chiron knew it would be a miracle if they didn’t face famine 

that winter. Chiron dwelt on these thoughts until his frustration peaked and he repeatedly 

pummeled his pillow. 

“Chiron?” 

“Yeah, dad, what is it?” He asked, moving to sit up at his father’s entry.  

Chiron’s father didn’t ask why he was punching the pillow, even though it worried him. “A 

messenger came by, they said this was for you,” his father said, handing him the note. Chiron 

unfolded the note and read it silently, his father grew concerned when Chiron’s  grip on the note 

tightened, creasing and warping the note  with every ratchet of his fingers.  

“Well, what does it say, son?” Ena asked. 

 

 

  



 

To Chiron, resident of Aritehn 

aged 15 years old, 

You have been chosen for a full scholarship to apprentice at the Scholars’ Guild located in Iridis 

until you reach the status of fully acknowledged Scholar. Once you’ve graduated, you will 

receive permanent placement, and your education will be employed where it will be most 

beneficial to the province of Nismyth. This opportunity has been granted to you by the noble 

family who approved the funding for your education.  

Based on the report of your displayed intellect in the recruitment office, it was decided that 

properly educating you would be the best use of your existence. Your sponsor has provided all 

necessities and funding for your residency, and as such you may bring nothing with you aside 

from the necessary funds and rations for your transportation. Having the support and funding 

of a sponsor to take care of your needs and expenses, grants them full rights and decisions with 

regard to your actions and allowances.  

You may not decline this contract as the sponsorship has already been paid. In order to be 

released from the contract, the required station of Scholar must be achieved, and the full amount 

must be repaid.  

You will attend and be present at the Scholars’ Library for enrollment within fifteen days of this 

letter’s receipt, or you will be forcibly escorted to Iridis by the military and imprisoned for theft 

and treason then executed. 

 

Signed, 

Superior Knight-Mage 

Elocina 

 

  



As Chiron read the signed name at the bottom, and as if by magic, another line appeared beneath 

it. 

I look forward to your success as an apprentice and to the future value of your support to Iridis, 

and Nismyth. See you in fifteen days. 

“Chiron? Is everything alright?” Ena asked, watching his son stare at the paper for several seconds 

in silence.  

Chiron cleared his throat and forced a straight face despite the fear and disgust, “Yeah, 

everything’s fine. It's a notice of acceptance to the Scholar's Guild as an apprentice. They want me 

there by the end of the month if I want to enroll.” Chiron said. He lied and suppressed the urge to 

crumple the paper up as the bitter words rolled off his tongue. He hated lying.  

“That's good, son, isn’t it? But I thought you wanted to join the military. Did you change your 

mind? How are we going to pay for the schooling?” his father asked. Chiron turned away, feeling 

the emotions claw their way back to the surface. Stopping, Chiron felt his heart sink, he couldn't 

bring himself to tell his father the truth. Gritting his teeth, he pushed away the feeling of anger and 

disgust, dropped his head and was thankful his back was to his father because he couldn't stop the 

tears from coming. 

“The recruiter said I would be more useful to Nismyth educated because I can read and write. 

We don’t have to pay for the schooling, the Scholars’ Library is providing me with full 

scholarship for education and expenses. I guess they were impressed by the military’s 

recommendation.” Chiron said as he felt the tears build up behind his eyes. Telling his father the 

truth would be too painful. 


